Comments re NP presentation - Remarks re administration/presentation
Very useful display but some of the maps needed keys & explanations. Thank you
You should have kept a register of people attending, otherwise your comments could be biased by people (or development
companies) from outside the parish! Also 1 comment sheet per attendee – otherwise bias again.
Please conduct all your meetings in public and enhance your website so it is up to date. There needs to be transparency in
the whole process.
Maps were unclear.
Developers should NOT be present selling their sites. The Parish Council should assess site against planning criteria and
put forward only sites that meet the criteria.
Why hasn’t the Parish Council established what residents want in terms of type of housing etc. by carrying our
community surveys.
Well done for organizing this event. Very informative.
I am very annoyed that 2 development companies have been invited to ‘sell’ their companies to the village. How are we
supposed to make an objective decision when faced with biased, money making presentations!
Meetings in private with developers is very unwise. They should happen in public otherwise
I wish to express my dismay that property developers were allowed to ‘sell’ their proposals at your Exhibition, it does not
permit residents to have OBJECTIVE UNINFLUENCED views on the N.P.
Insufficient stocks of Nick Herbert’s letter 7/11 available
Who is doing a sustainability appraisal of each site? Need next meeting with this done & fewer sites narrowed down.
Great display but some of the maps lack ‘keys’
It seems that the Walberton PC/NP might well decide to sacrifice Fontwell – its ‘poor relation’ to development. Not
Happy !
Excellent exhibition full of interesting facts and figures. Well Done !
How can any decisions me made until we know the route of the A27 and A29 ?
Don’t fall into the hands of a developer who wants to build a big estate of expensive houses
Community Spirit: – A wonderful event with clearly a strong Village Community there. Well done
The exhibition was first class but tended to cover too may issues.
No advance warning in the villages of the meeting to discuss the Solar farm – heard on Spirit FM on day of meeting so
could not attend!
Far too much info presented could not possibly read or understand it all.
I applaud the hard work that has been put into this exhibition but object to the heavy involvement of Hanbury.
A very good show, almost too many ideas to sort out! But very helpful.

